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wHO Am I ANd wHO ARe yOu?

1.1 Get to Know You test

 Answer the following questions below:

1. Are you good-looking?
 a. yes
 b. no

2. Are you clever?
 a. yes
 b. no

Answers:
1.  a. 1 point
 b. 0 point
2. a. 1 point
 b. 0 point

Solution:
2 points – you are good-looking and clever
1 point – you are either good-looking or clever
0 point – you are neither good-looking, nor clever
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group 1

Ronaldinho

George Clooney

Nicole Kidman

Arnold Schwarzenegger

Madonna

Hugh Grant

Gwyneth Paltrow

Julia Roberts

Brad Pitt

Orlando Bloom

Shakira

Chuck Norris

group 2

Russel Crowe

David Beckham

Johnny Depp

Prince William

Sandra Bullock

Richard Gere

Tim Robbins

Demi Moore

Woody Allen

Michael Schumacher

Alice Cooper

Jon Bon Jovi

group 3

Ewan McGregor

Penelope Cruz

Angelina Jolie

Tom Cruise

Antonio Banderas

Michael Jackson

John Lennon

Bill Gates

Britney Spears

Kate Moss

Michael Jordan

Bruce Willis

group 4

Sarah Jessica Parker

Andre Agassi

Tom Jones

Zinedine Zidane

Jennifer Lopez

Ronaldo

David Lee Roth

Leonardo DiCaprio

Jimi Hendrix

Rowan Atkinson

Axl Rose

Sharon Stone
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1.4 12 stArs



1.4 HomeworK

 Find information from the Internet to complete the chart for the  
3 (or 4) stars you have chosen from your group’s list.

Table 1
Name of the star:

What is (s)he famous for?

What is (s)he like? (Two 
or three adjectives to 
describe him/her.)

Table 2
Name of the star:

What is (s)he famous for?

What is (s)he like? (Two 
or three adjectives to 
describe him/her.)

Table 3
Name of the star:

What is (s)he famous for?

What is (s)he like? (Two 
or three adjectives to 
describe him/her.)

Table 4
Name of the star:

What is (s)he famous for?

What is (s)he like? (Two 
or three adjectives to 
describe him/her.)
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[‘e{ri:z] ArIes

[‘tO:r{s] tAurus

[‘£eminaI] GemInI

[‘k@ns{:] cAncer

2.1 ZodIAc sIGns



[‘li:1U] Leo

[‘v1:g1U] VIrGo

[‘li:br1] LIBrA

[‘skO:pi1U] scorPIo
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2.1 ZodIAc sIGns (cont.)



[s@£Ite1rI1s] sAGIttArIus

[‘k@prIkO:n] cAPrIcorn

[1‘kwe1rI1s] AQuArIus

[‘p^Isi:z] PIsces
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2.1 ZodIAc sIGns (cont.)



2.2 ZodIAc descrIPtIons

aries

Sarah Jessica Parker, Mariah Carey, Ronaldinho, Eric Clapton, 
Ewan McGregor, Iggy Pop, Marlon Brando, Quentin Tarantino, 
Russel Crowe, Elton John, Victoria Beckham

Aries are adventurous and determined. Nothing will stand in 
their way. They are impulsive and impatient. They’ve got a lot 
of physical energy and are very competitive. If they don’t win, 
they will let you know what a bad loser they are. Never tell an 
Aries they’re wrong because they might become dangerous.
They are punctual but can be inconsiderate. They make fantastic 
friends, great leaders and good politicians. They’re friendly, 
kind and generous.

Taurus

George Clooney, Uma Thurman, Penelope Cruz, Bono, David 
Beckham, Michelle Pfeiffer, Pierce Brosnan, Andre Agassi, 
George Lucas, Audrey Hepburn, James Brown, John Paul II

The Taurus is easy to understand: what you see is what you get. 
They are also possessive and can be stubborn, but are usually 
patient. Their stomachs are very important to them. They never do 
anything quickly. They hate change, especially in a relationship 
because they are very loyal. They are extremely attractive and 
creative... They are musical and good at gardening. They are the 
best friends you can ever have.
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2.2 ZodIAc descrIPtIons (cont.)

gemini

Angelina Jolie, Nicole Kidman, Johnny Depp, Meryl Streep, 
Venus Williams, Alanis Morrisette, Steve Vai, Colin Farrell, 
Tom Jones, Michael J. Fox, Marily Monroe, Mike Myers

Geminis are very communicative. They have amazing brains. 
Gemini’s are generous, affectionate and impulsive. Boredom 
and relaxing frightens them. They love variety and change. If 
you have a Gemini friend, life will never be boring. They’re 
very changeable themselves. People might think they are two-
faced. They are witty and can’t stand waiting.

Cancer

Tom Cruise, Prince William, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Zinedine 
Zidane, Carlos Santana, Liv Tyler, David Hasselhoff, George 
Michael, 50 Cent, Harrison Ford, Mike Tyson

Cancers are cute. They have great memories and lots of them are 
good at history. They love anything old, like museums, antiques 
and their grandmother. J They can be moody and sentimental. 
They are fairly secretive and hide things. They stay close to 
home, are extremely psychical, have a great sense of humour 
and are the world’s best cooks. They collect things, and untidy, 
so this can cause trouble. They are protective and like to look 
after other people. They are artistic, imaginative and sensitive.
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2.2 ZodIAc descrIPtIons (cont.)

leo

Madonna, Ben Affleck, Jennifer Lopez, Bill Clinton, Kevin 
Spacey, Sandra Bullock, Whitney Houston, J.K. Rowling, Antonio 
Banderas, Robert Redford, Matt LeBlanc, Steve Martin

Leos are stylish and they like to be in the centre of attention. 
They have to have all the ideas. They are very generous and 
extremely helpful. If you are feeling a bit low, go to a Leo to cheer 
you up. They love expensive presents and usually are faithful. 
They love people and they hardly ever get moody; in fact they 
are good tempered. They are playful and good organisers.

Virgo

Cameron Diaz, Hugh Grant, Ronaldo, Pink, Gloria Estefan, 
Sophia Loren, Michael Jackson, Anastacia, Faith Hill, Richard 
Gere, Moby, Sean Connery, Macaulay Culkin, B.B. King

People think they are fussy, critical, bad tempered and picky but 
that is only because they want everything to be perfect. This is the 
sign of cleanliness. They are practical and good at remembering 
details. Virgos make fantastic friends. They are always on the 
move because they like to learn as much as they can. The tend 
to suppress their emotions and worry about things.
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2.2 ZodIAc descrIPtIons (cont.)

libra

Gwyneth Paltrow, Tim Robbins, Avril Lavigne, Matt Damon, 
Chuck Berry, Eminem, Sting, John Lennon, David Lee Roth, 
Catherine Zeta-Jones, Vladimir Putin, Will Smith

Librans are emotionally impulsive and just love being in love – 
the are extremely romantic. In fact they can get quite depressed 
if they feel unwanted. They don’t like making decisions. They 
are charming, diplomatic and very sociable. People will do 
anything for them. They’re affectionate and sympathetic and 
interested in people. They love entertaining their friends.

scorpio

Julia Roberts, Bill Gates, Demi Moore, Jodie Foster, Leonardo 
DiCaprio, David Schwimmer, Peter Jackson, Meg Ryan, Winona 
Ryder, Björk, Sophie Marceau, Danny DeVito

Scorpios are very intelligent. They are very interesting, friendly 
and helpful. If you don’t do something rude to a Scorpio, they will 
be your friend for life. The also tend to be jealous and stubborn. 
They have total control of everything and everyone. They make 
the best detectives, doctors and lawyers as nothing escapes their 
notice. They can be courageous but can be dangerous, too.
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2.2 ZodIAc descrIPtIons (cont.)

sagittarius

Brad Pitt, Tyra Banks, Britney Spears, Jimi Hendrix, Christina 
Aquilera, Ozzy Osbourne, Milla Jovovich, Teri Hatcher, Woody 
Allen

Sagittarians are fun loving, generous and extremely friendly. 
They very rarely tell lies. They are unpredictable and impatient, 
but also generous and always good-humoured. They’re clever 
because they’re so interested in everything. They can be a bit 
rude but that’s only because they’re very honest and will say 
exactly what they think. They love travelling, fast cars and horse 
riding. A credit card should be avoided. 

Capricorn

Jude Law, Jim Carrey, Orlando Bloom, Kate Moss, Tiger Woods, 
Michael Schumacher, Dido, Mel Gibson, L.L.Cool J., David 
Bowie, Kevin Costner, Rowan Atkinson, Elvis Presley

Capricorns are very attractive and tidy and once they get over 
their shyness they are quite aggressive. They can be trusted to 
keep a secret and are really great in emergencies. As they are 
very analytical, they usually make the right decisions. They’re 
creative, sensitive and patient. On a bad day they can be jealous, 
selfish and moody. They are very close to their family. They are 
faithful, serious and tend to be pessimistic.
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2.2 ZodIAc descrIPtIons (cont.)

aquarius

Jennifer Aniston, Oprah Winfrey, Paris Hilton, Cristiano 
Ronaldo, Michael Jordan, Justin Timberlake, Axl Rose, Shakira, 
Alice Cooper, Dr. Dre, Elijah Wood, John Travolta

Aquarians are original, inventive and very smart. They are very 
extravagant in the way they dress. Wearing football socks with 
a suit can be quite normal! They are nearly always late arriving 
anywhere because time means nothing. They are very friendly 
and creative, but can be very rude and touchy sometimes. They 
are extremely likeable.

Pisces

Drew Berrymore, James Blunt, Jon Bon Jovi, Daniel Craig, Eva 
Longoria, Bruce Willis, Sharon Stone, Bobby McFerrin, Miou 
Miou, Chuck Norris

They are usually gifted in anything creative from designing to 
music. They are also very clever when they want to be. They are 
compassionate and sympathetic with others. They might find it a 
bit difficult to keep a secret. They are everyone’s friend, in other 
words they can’t say ‘no’. They are sensitive and emotional, but 
also can be temperamental and careless. Pisceans like quiet and 
beautiful places and probably would not thank you for giving 
them a surprise party. 
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2.3 dIALoGues

dialogues in different manners

dialogue 1

A: where have you been? I’ve been waiting for you for nearly an hour. you’re always late for 
everywhere.
B: Oh, I’m sorry, I’m terribly sorry. Honestly, I was meant to be here on time, but I just bumped 
into an old friend of mine and we started chatting, you know…
A: A friend? what friend? 
B: Just someone from school. you don’t know him.
A: So it was a man! OK. But at least you could have phoned me!
B: I know, but I didn’t realize the time. And anyway, I left my mobile at home. 
A: That’s typical.
B: Come on, don’t be so nasty.

A1: ANGRy, IRRITATed – B1: NeRVOuS, APOLOGeTIC

A2: TeASING IN A LIGHTHeARTed mANNeR – B2 eASy-GOING, FRIeNdLy

dialogue 2

A: How was last night?
B: It was OK. Nothing special.
A: did you enjoy it?
B: well, as I say it was OK, but it definitely wasn’t my best night.
A: why? was he there?
B: who do you mean?
A: Come on, you know!
B: Tom? No, he wasn’t.
A: Anybody else?
B: No, just the usual guys. They are nice but I don’t really fancy them.
A: I think you’re far too critical and choosy, that’s the problem.
B: No, I’m not. you’re wrong. 

A1: PATRONIZING – B1: SHy ANd dISAPPOINTed

A1: CuRIOuS IN A FRIeNdLy wAy – B2: CONFIdeNT BuT BORed
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2.3 dIALoGues (cont.)

dialogue 3

A: Thanks for everything. I think I must go now.
B: Can I walk you home?
A: No thanks. I’d rather go home by myself.
B: why? I’d like to take you home.
A: That’s very kind of you, but I’d rather you didn’t. 
B: didn’t? But why?
A: Just, because that’s how I feel. Anyway, I don’t have to explain everything to you, do I?
B: OK… all right… Take care… See you some time.
A: OK…see you. 

A1: COLd ANd uNFRIeNdLy – B2: PuSHy, eAGeR

B2: KINd BuT ReSeRVed – B2: SHy BuT VeRy POLITe 

dialogue 4

A: Oh dear, I think it’s broken down again.
B: Oh no, I can’t believe it. we’re still miles away and we can’t possibly walk in this weather. 
At least not in my shoes. Anyway, we don’t have an umbrella, do we? 
A: No, we don’t. 
B: what shall we do then?
A: wait.
B: wait? For what? why don’t you call a taxi?
A: A taxi to St Albans? Have you got any money on you?
B: well, no, not that much.
A: I think I’ll get out and have a look at the engine.
A: you don’t know the first thing about cars. And anyway, it’s too dark. you won’t see 
anything.
B: I’ll try.
A: Please, don’t. you’ll get soaked. what will they think if they see you all wet?

A1: NeRVOuS, HeLPLeSS – B1: ARROGANT, SCORNFuL

A2: LIGHTHeARTed, OPTImISTIC – B2: uPSeT, deSPeRATe
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3.3 At tHe PsYcHoLoGIst’s

situation 1

PaTienT  - a

you are a 17-year-old boy. you feel unhappy about your life in general, because you think you 
are quite ugly, unsuccessful and lonely. 

you’re an only child and you get on fairly well with your parents, but they are quite old and you 
don’t think you can talk about your problems with them. 
give reasons why you think your parents wouldn’t understand you.

you don’t find your place in your class. you used to have some friends, but now they all have 
girlfriends. Although they usually invite you to parties and other places, you don’t like feel like 
going out with them.
Think about reasons why you don’t want to go out with them? What do you do instead in 
the evenings and at weekends?

you don’t like looking at yourself in the mirror, because you think you are far too ugly. All the 
other boys in your class look better, or even if they don’t, they are still much more popular with 
the girls. 
Explain what exactly is it that you don’t like about your looks.

you have never had a girlfriend. you feel too shy to approach a girl. you’ve tried a couple of 
times but they have all been disastrous experiences. you think the girls just laugh at you or 
ignore you.
Give some details about these disastrous experiences with girls. Why do you think they have 
turned you down? 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PSyCHOLOGIST – A

you’re going to meet a teenage boy who extremely is insecure, shy and has very low self-
esteem. 

Get him to talk about… 
•	 his relationship with his parents
•	 his free time
•	 his relationship with his classmates
•	 his friends if he has any
•	 his relationship with girls
•	 his relationship with himself

draw his attention to his positive traits. Advise him on how he should build up his confidence 
to be able to solve his problems.
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3.3 At tHe PsYcHoLoGIst’s (cont.)

situation 2

PaTienT – B

you are a 17-year-old girl. you have serious conflicts with your parents and teachers.

you have got two younger sisters and a younger brother, and you think your parents don’t 
realize that you’ve grown up. They worry too much about you and they still want to treat you as 
if you were a child. There are constant arguments between you and your parents.
explain why you think they are too strict with you. What are the most important things 
that you argue about with them?

At school you don’t really do very well at the moment. you think most of the lessons are boring 
and useless so there’s not much point in studying. In spite of that, you think you’re intelligent, 
and talented in some ways and you’re interested in a number of things but these are not tested 
at school. your teachers think that you’re a rebel and they don’t understand you. They also 
criticize your looks.
What are you interested in? What are you good at? Why do you find school so boring? 
Give details about your conflict with your teachers.

you get on well with most of your classmates. you’re quite popular with the boys. you’re in 
love with one of them, who also likes you, but you can’t really see each other because your 
parents are against this relationship. you’re worried that your boyfriend will eventually leave 
you.
describe your relationship with your boyfriend. What do you like about him? Why don’t 
your parents like him? have they met him already? What does your boyfriend think 
about your parents’ behaviour? 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PSyCHOLOGIST – B

you’re going to meet a teenage girl who has serious conflicts with her parents and teachers. 

Get her to talk about…
•	 life at home
•	 her relationship with her parents
•	 what their arguments are about
•	 her relationship with her teachers
•	 her interests and talents
•	 her relationship with her classmates
•	 her relationship with her boyfriend

Try to find out to what extent it is the girl’s fault that she has conflicts with her parents and teachers 
and how much it is their fault? Advise her on how she should try to solve these conflicts.  
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3.3  FeedBAcK sHeet

during the last three lessons we have been learning about how to get to know yourself and 
other people better. 

 Please, read the following questions and underline the answers 
which you most agree with.

Talking about names
did you find the task…?
interesting  not very interesting   quite boring
useful   not very useful   useless
quite hard  just right    too easy

describing teacher’s photos
did you find it …?
interesting  not very interesting   quite boring
useful   not very useful   useless
quite hard  just right    too easy

Talking about Zodiac signs
did you find it…?
interesting  not very interesting   quite boring
useful   not very useful   useless
quite hard  just right    too easy

reading dialogues in different manners
did you find it…?
interesting  not very interesting   quite boring
useful   not very useful   useless
quite hard  just right    too easy

The role play at the psychologist’s
did you find it …?
interesting  not very interesting   quite boring
useful   not very useful   useless
quite hard  just right    too easy
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3.3  FeedBAcK sHeet (cont.)

 now, answer the following questions with full sentences, please.

which was the task you most enjoyed? why?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

what are the most useful or most interesting things you learnt during the last three lessons?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

was there a task you would definitely not want to do again? why?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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